Combination of the 2A/furin technology with an animal component free cell line development platform process.
The recently described 2A/furin technology combines both chains of the antibody in a single open reading frame. Upon translation and secretion, the peptide is processed by the cell to generate native fully functional IgG antibodies. Here, we describe the results of an evaluation study of this technology for an industrial CHO cell line development process. The 2A/furin expression cassette setup was combined with a Novartis vector system. A transfection, selection, and cloning procedure in chemically defined media was established at Novartis and applied for a monoclonal test antibody. The productivity of 2A/furin-vector-derived clones in non-optimized generic shake flask fed-batch models was in a comparable range with clones derived from the reference control vector. Higher clonal production stability was seen for the majority of clones generated with the 2A/furin technology compared to the clones generated with the reference control vector. Product quality was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and no significant difference was detected between the two systems. Thus, it was shown that the 2A/furin technology can be successfully combined with a Novartis CHO expression system and platform. Due to the single ORF setup, the 2A/furin technology may therefore offer a suitable approach to reduce vector size and complexity.